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Hallmark Channel has renewed for a 5th Season, the original scripted series
‘CHESAPEAKE SHORES’ as the #1 rated cable network show with 2.3 million
total views. This series, based on Sherryl Woods’ novels, is Hallmark Channel’s
most-watched original series among women 25-54.

FEATURED TITLES
Woods, Sherryl – ***NY Times Bestselling Author***
Lilac Lane
Part of the Chesapeake Shores series:
Harlequin, June 2018 Mass Market January 2019
Single mom Kiera Malone struggled for years to raise her three children in a small
town on the coast of Ireland. Just when she’s let down her guard and allowed herself
to love again, her fiancé suffers a fatal heart attack and leaves her alone yet again.
Overwhelmed by her loss, she’s persuaded to visit her father, Dillon O’Malley, and
her daughter, Moira O’Brien, in Chesapeake Shores. With the promise of family ties
and a job at O’Brien’s, her son-in-law’s Irish pub, she takes what seems like the biggest risk of her life.

Stealing Home
Book 1 of the Sweet Magnolia series:
Harlequin, Original edition December 2014, NETFLIX will produce the series for
TV and streaming throughout the world. To be released June 2020
Maddie Townsend might live in a town called Serenity but there’s been nothing calm
or peaceful about her life since her marriage broke up. This stay-at-home mom has no
job skills, an out-of-control sixteen-year-old son, a talkative fourteen-year-old who’s
suddenly gone silent, a six-year-old daughter whose heart is broken, an ex-husband
whose younger girlfriend is expecting their baby and two best friends who think she’s somehow qualified
to help them open a fitness spa for women. But if Maddie is a tad on edge with all that on her plate, it’s
nothing compared to the chaos that ensues when she discovers that her son’s baseball coach has feelings
for her and the whole town disapproves.

Honeysuckle Summer (reissue)
Book 7 of the Sweet Magnolia series:
Harlequin, January 2019
Her devastating marriage behind her, Raylene Hammond is truly thankful for her best
friends, the Sweet Magnolias. They’ve taken her in, shielding her from the world.
Then she meets sheriff’s deputy Carter Rollins, and suddenly Raylene’s haven no
longer feels quite so safe.
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FEATURED TITLES
Woods, Sherryl
Reckless – Amanda Roberts Mystery #1 of 9 series
Fiction - Romantic Mystery, March 1990
Rights Available: US and Translation, TV/Film (in negotiations for a major
TV series)
Excellent dialogue and witty repartee makes this mystery a stand out. When a
world-famous chef drops dead, keeling over in his chocolate soufflé during a
department store cooking demonstration attended by savvy journalist Amanda
Roberts she is delighted with the scoop. Much to his chagrin, Amanda teams up
with burned out, ex-cop store detective Joe Donelli to solve the case. As they battle wits to solve the case,
Amanda and Joe manage to uncover the murderer and uncover their well-protected hearts at the same
time. Formerly optioned by Aaron Spelling Productions

Amara, HeatherAsh – ***Bestselling Author***
The Warrior Heart Practice:
A Simple Process to Transform Confusion into Clarity and Pain into Peace
St. Martin’s Essentials, January 2020
Nonfiction – Personal Growth
Rights Available: TV/Film
A revolutionary process based on the four chambers of the heart and rooted in
Toltec wisdom that brings emotional clarity, healing, and freedom
The Warrior Heart Practice is a powerful new method to reconnect with our sense of authenticity and
inner-knowing and realign with our true nature. Author of the bestselling book Warrior Goddess
Training, HeatherAsh Amara has trained extensively in the Toltec tradition under the tutelage of Don
Miguel Ruiz.
The Warrior Heart Practice is a revolutionary system based on the four chambered structure of the
human heart. Walking through each of the four chambers—Feeling, Story, Truth, and Intent—readers
learn to take stock of their current emotional and mental state and reframe their situation in a new, healing
light. The process begins in the Feeling chamber as readers accept the emotions they are currently
experiencing without fighting or judging them, then continues into the next chamber as they witness the
Story that they are telling themselves. In the Truth chamber, they learn to thoughtfully and objectively
evaluate the reality of the situation. And in the final chamber, they learn to define and focus their Intent.
The last phase of the practice is the most profound—taking the knowledge they have gathered from the
four chambers, readers then walk backwards through each of the four chambers, refocusing their Intent,
Truth, Story, and Feelings based on what they’ve learned during the process.
The Warrior Heart Practice leads to deep insights as readers learn to step outside of their preconceptions
and realigning with their true purposes and goals.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED & FORTHCOMING TITLE
Cheung, Derek & Brach, Eric
Conquerors of the Electron: The Geniuses, Visionaries,
Egomaniacs, & Scoundrels Who Built our Electronic Age
Rowman and Littlefield, PAPERBACK RELEASE IN MARCH 2020
Non-fiction – Narrative Popular Science
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Chinese, Korean, Audio (Tantor)
Winner of the Golden Book Award, this book traces the history of the electron
from the initial discovery of static electricity to the current day iPhone. Cheung
explains the science behind each significant the combination of genius, infighting,
and luck that powered the creation of today’s electronic age. Want to know how AT&T Bell Labs
developed semiconductor technology AND how its leading discovery and connects the dots, illuminating
the science path that brings us to current day technology. What makes this book so interesting is
scientists almost came to blows in the process? Want to understand how radios work AND why RCA
drove their inventors to financial ruin and early graves? This book debunks the hero worship so often
plaguing the stories of great advances.

Costaras, Anna and Liss, Gail
The University Bound Organizer: The Ultimate Guide to Successful
Applications to American Universities
Mango Publishing Group, September 2019
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film, Audio
The ONLY Book You’ll Ever Need to Guide You Through the USA
University Admissions Process
Applying to university can be intimidating and overwhelming for both teens and
parents. The process is a maze of standardized tests, school research, university
fairs, applications, interviews, CVs, essays, and deadlines. This university planner will guide you easily
through each stage and includes tips to help you submit your best application.

Falvey, Patricia
The Titanic Sisters
Kensington (US) March 2021
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: UK (Corvus), France (Belfond Editions), Czech Republic
(Albatros Media); Audio (Recorded Books)
A sweeping and heartfelt novel of the Titanic, and its impact on one
family in Ireland and America. Sisters Nora and Delia have been given the
chance of a lifetime - to escape their poor Irish farm and travel on the Titanic to a
new life in America. Delia is to become a treasured governess for a rich family,
while Nora has only a lowly maid's position. But when disaster strikes, and it appears that Delia dies, a
small misunderstanding leads to Nora taking Delia's place as governess. As Nora grows closer to her
charge, and the girl's father, will she be able to reveal the truth to find a chance at happiness? And what
will happen when she finds out that Delia is actually alive, and coming to take what is rightfully hers...
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED & FORTHCOMING TITLE
O’Garden, Irene
Glad to be Human: Adventures in Optimism
Mango, May 2020
Rights Available: TV/Film
A powerful, personal, positive approach to life that has you finding the joy in life and
meaning in its most painful moments, helping us all be “Glad To Be Human.” Awardwinning writer Irene O’Garden explores a wide range of practical reasons to celebrate
life—just look closely around you. In one essay, she describes the simple pleasure that comes from
clearing clutter off a desk—in another, the thrill of visiting the Statue of Liberty.
The book’s grand finale is The Pushcart Prize-winning essay “Glad to be Human.

Risking the Rapids: How My Wilderness Adventure Healed My
Childhood
Mango, January 2019
Memoir
Rights Available: TV/Film
Memoir ─ Portrait of a family at its worst and its best: Risking the Rapids opens with
the shocking death of O’Garden’s older brother, which prompts her and other relatives to
seek closure on a journey through the remotest spot in Montana. Described genially as a
river “float”, a harrowing journey unfolds. This wilderness trip is contrasted with O’Garden’s account of
growing up with her six siblings in the middle of the country, as a middle child of a clashing Catholic
family with an alcoholic father, mean mother and Catholic guilt. "For many years now, the poet, playwright,
and memoirist Irene O'Garden has been a hero to me. I think of her as a walking, writing, beam of light. It is my
hope that ...numberless others will come to know her gifts and, most of all, her captivating talent for wonder and
marvel." ― Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat, Pray, Love and Big Magic

Ross, JoAnn – ***NY Times Bestselling Author***
Summer on Mirror Lake (Book 3 of Honeymoon Harbor Series)
Harlequin, June 2019
Rights Available: TV/Film
When he lands in the emergency room after collapsing at the funeral of a colleague
and friend, Wall Street hotshot Gabriel Mannion initially rejects the diagnosis of an
anxiety attack. But when warned that if he doesn’t change his adrenaline-fueled,
workaholic lifestyle he could end up like his friend, Gabe reluctantly returns to his
hometown of Honeymoon Harbor to regroup. As he adjusts to the sight of
mountains instead of skyscrapers, Gabe discovers advantages to this small Pacific Northwest town he
once couldn’t wait to escape. But it’s irresistible librarian Chelsea Prescott who, along with the two foster
children she’s taken under her wing, makes slowing down seem like the best prescription ever.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED & FORTHCOMING TITLES
Sears, William, M.D. & Dr. Vincent Fortanasce
with Hayden-Sears Livesay, M.A.
The Healthy Brain Book: An All-Ages Guide to a Calmer,
Happier Smarter You
A Proven Plan for Managing Anxiety, Depression, and ADHD, and
Preventing and Reversing Dementia and Alzheimer’s
BenBella Publishers, Spring 2020
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film,
This book engages the reader’s mind on every page and distinguishes itself from other brain health books
which exhaust the reader into mental fatigue. Mental illness is one of the top medical problems around
the world. Dr. William Sears, who has practiced medicine for 50 years and noted neurologist
Dr. Vincent Fortanasce, professor of neurology and psychiatry at the University of Southern California
School of Medicine and author of the Anti-Alzheimer’s Prescription provide the latest brain research for
think-change-your-brain tools to rewire the brain to think more positively and have fewer negative
thoughts. The authors explain how to build a happier and smarter brain with smart foods, smart thinking
and smart movements and exercises for the best brain health and how the new science on healthy sleep
builds a healthier brain. Easy-to-understand illustrations further explain the concepts.

Sears, Martha, R.N. & Livesay, Hayden-Sears, M.A.
The Healthy Pregnancy Journal: A Weekly Guide for Reflecting
on Your Pregnancy and Preparing Your Heart, Body, and Mind
for Motherhood
A week-by-week guide and beautiful keepsake for a mother’s pregnancy journey,
from America’s favorite childcare and attachment-parenting experts

Sounds True, May 2019
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film,
The Healthy Pregnancy Journal will help you navigate the beautiful chaos of your journey into motherhood
with a safe space to reflect and prepare, work through all you’re experiencing, and stay on track for a healthy
pregnancy.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED & FORTHCOMING TITLES
Sears, William M.D., Sears, Martha R.N
Raising A Smarter Child
ThinKingdom Publishers, China
Rights Available: Translation (except China), Audio, TV/Film
The brain uses 25% of all the food energy we eat and oxygen we breathe. The
brain cell membrane attracts healthy nutrients and screens out neuro-toxins. The
mitochondria, inside the cell, provides the energy to the cell. Raising a Smarter
Child gives specific diets and foods, exercise and games to grow the smartest
brains possible based on the latest scientific research.
Currently written for the Chinese market, Dr. Sears will adapt this book to address the specifics of
each country in which it is published.

FOR A LISTING OF ALL SEARS’ PARENTING & ADULT HEALTH BOOKS see page 24

Silverman, Matt
Shea Stadium Remembered:
The Mets, the Jets, and Beatlemania
Lyons Press, January 2019
Rights Available: TV/Film
Find out all the exciting facts about the stadium that was named in honor of William
Shea, the person most responsible for returning National League baseball to New
York. It’s all here: the memorable games; the unforgettable characters such as Tom
Seaver, Joe “Willie” Namath, and Seinfeld buddy Keith Hernandez; and even the solemn moments such
as when Shea was used as a staging area for first responders after 9/11. By the time of its demolition in
2008, the Mets had played more games at Shea than the Dodgers had ever played at Ebbets Field.

Teitelbaum, Marianne. D.C.
Healing the Thyroid with Ayurveda
Natural Remedies for Hashimoto’s, Hypothyroidism and
Hyperthyroidism
Healing Arts Press, March 2019
Non Fiction - Health
Rights Available: TV/Film
A comprehensive guide to addressing the growing epidemic of thyroid disease from the perspective of the
Ayurvedic tradition. Details the author’s successful treatment protocols for Hashimoto’s, hypothyroidism,
and hyperthyroidism developed over more than 30 years of Ayurvedic practice. Also explores the
underlying causes of thyroid malfunction, the thyroid’s connections to the liver and gall bladder, and the
importance of early detection. Includes treatments for common symptoms of thyroid disease, such as
insomnia, depression, fatigue, and osteoporosis, as well as for weight loss and hair growth.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED & FORTHCOMING TITLES

Williams, Jai
Plantations and Historic Homes of South Carolina
Globe Pequot Press, February 2019
Rights Available: TV/Film
Southern plantations are an endless source of fascination. That’s no surprise since
these palatial homes are rich in history, representing a pivotal time in U.S. history
that truly is “gone with the wind.” With the Civil War literally exploding all around,
many of these homes were occupied either by Confederate or Union troops. Today,
there are more than thirty plantations open to the public in South Carolina.
Plantations and Historic Homes of South Carolina takes the reader on the tours and talks to the guides to
dig even further if there is more to discover. If only the walls could talk, the stories we might hear!

Woods, Sherryl
Tropical Blues
Two Molly DeWitt Mysteries in One!
Harlequin, August 2018
Rights Available: TV/Film
Join debutante turned amateur sleuth Molly DeWitt as she joins homicide detective
Michael O’Hara in Miami as they track down the killers in two novels: HOT
PROPERTY and HOT SECRET in this one volume by # 1 New York Times
Bestselling author Sherryl Wood

Woods, Sherryl
Rough Seas
Two Molly DeWitt Mysteries in One!
Harlequin, September 2018
Rights Available: TV/Film
Molly DeWitt and homicide detective Michael O’Hara search for the murderer of a
Miami sociality in HOT MONEY. Michael’s beloved uncle appears central to a
crime in the Cuban community of Miami. As Molly and Michael investigate, they
find themselves in the midst of terror in HOT SCHEMES.
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Ayres, D.D.
K-9 RESCUE SERIES 1-6
Irresistible Force, Force of Attraction, Primal Force,
Rival Forces, Explosive Forces, Physical Forces

St. Martin’s Press, 2014-2015
Fiction – Romantic Suspense
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
“Heavy-duty sensuality and solidly researched K-9 operations are hallmarks of this appealing series and
will delight fans of smart dogs, exciting action, and steamy romance.”—Publishers Weekly
The K-9 Rescue Series includes six Romantic Suspense novels featuring a trained patrol dog and his
law-enforcement human partner (sometimes a man, sometimes a woman, sometimes both). Sexy and
action-packed, these are standalone books with new characters and new dogs; the theme of K-9 hero dogs
and their partners links the series. Characters include police officers, military police, Drug Enforcement
Administration special agents, rescue team leaders and the owner of the best K-9 patrol training kennel in
the U.S.
USA TODAY: “Compelling is the suspense of danger and the chase expertly added as a great
complement to bring the heroic deeds to the forefront. Ayres has written another hit for us to devour.”
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Bunkley, Anita Richmond
Black Gold
E. P. Dutton, February 1995
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Black Gold tells the dramatic yet little-known story of African American wildcat oil
drillers in the Wild West Texas of the 1920's. Giant meets Gone with the Wind. At
the center of this powerful novel is Leela Wilder, a proud and beautiful African
American woman, torn between two very different men, and struggling for survival
and success in the torrent of greed, ambition, intrigue, and prejudice that turned oilrich Texas farmlands into wellsprings of fabulous fortune in the tumultuous 1920’s. When oil fever
sweeps over Texas, bankers and drillers see a killing to be made from Leela’s land, forcing Leela into a
fight for her share of the riches. The stage is set for a drama that plunges Leela into a quickening
whirlpool of twisted family ties and shocking secrets, moral betrayal and flaming violence that threaten to
destroy everything she possesses. With an unforgettable heroine and a vividly evocative portrayal of
strong African American families, Black Gold rivets with pride, passion and power. “Exciting,
Captivating… Brings to Life a Vivid Chapter in American History.” Dan Rather, CBS News “Stunning …
Successfully blends history, fiction and romance in a way that is provocative, compelling, and
educational.”Los Angeles Times Sentinel

Castoro, Laura
A New Lu
Diversion Books, 2011
Fiction - Contemporary Women’s
Rights Available: Translation, Audio, TV/Film
"I'm about to turn 50. I'm recently divorced. Now I'm going to be an unwed
mother. And you thought you had issues!"
Strap in for the ultimate midlife crisis comedy ride. Lu Nichols is the lifestyle
columnist for FIVE-O, the magazine for women of a certain age. After her
husband unexpectedly asks for a divorce, Lu discovers she's pregnant by him, but decides to go it alone.
Of course, everyone has an opinion on that. Far from being alone, Lu is about to discover life doesn't just
continue at fifty, it can move into fifth gear. Especially when there's a sexy younger doctor that keeps
finding ways to be part of Lu's life with more than just a medical interest in her.
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Falvey, Patricia
The Girls of Ennismore
Kensington Publishers, 2017
Fiction - Historical
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: U.S. Audio (Brilliance Audio), British (Corvus/Atlantic), French
(Editions Belfond), Greek (Pedio Publishing S.A.), Norwegian, (Cappelen Damm)
English best-seller, set in Ireland during the turbulent early 20th century, Patricia
Falvey's sweeping novel explores an unlikely friendship between two girls of vastly different
backgrounds, as each tries to overcome the barriers set by class and birthright. Each woman discovers her
independence and finds love in this rich historical novel of loyalty, love, friendship and patriotism.
Lyrical writing and story-telling charm. “Against the backdrop of early-20th-century Ireland, Falvey, an
Irish native now living in the U.S., brings authenticity to the class struggles and political clashes that
impact the lives of these two young girls whose friendship is ever tested by the gap in their backgrounds…
Falvey, adept at combining vivid historical detail and rich characterization…” – Publishers Weekly

The Linen Queen
Center Street (Hachette), 2011
Fiction - Historical
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Audio (Recorded Books)
Abandoned by her father and neglected by her self-centered, unstable mother,
Sheila McGee cannot wait to escape the drudgery of her mill village life in
Northern Ireland. Her classic Irish beauty helps her win the 1941 Linen Queen
competition, and the prize money that goes with it finally gives her the opportunity she's been dreaming
of. As the war moves steadily closer to those she has grown to love, Sheila confronts more abandonment
and loss, and findsmeaning for life outside of herself.

The Yellow House
Center Street (Hachette), 2010
Fiction - Historical
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: German (Verlagsgruppe Weltbild GMBH), Norweigan
(Cappelen Damm), Audio (Recorded Books)
Falvey’s exceptional debut novel, The Yellow House, delves into the passion and
politics of Northern Ireland at the beginning of the 20th Century. Eileen O'Neill's family is torn apart by
religious intolerance and secrets from the past. Determined to reclaim her ancestral home and reunite her
family, Eileen begins working at the local mill, saving her money and holding fast to her dream. As war is
declared on a local and global scale, Eileen cannot separate the politics from the very personal impact the
conflict has had on her own life.
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Fisher, Sheila
The Selected Canterbury Tales: A New Verse Translation
W. W. Norton & Company, 2011
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
In the tradition of Seamus Heaney’s Beowulf and Marie Borroff’s Sir Gawain and
the Green Knight, Sheila Fisher’s The Selected Canterbury Tales is a vivid, lively,
and readable translation of the most famous work of England’s premier medieval
poet. Preserving Chaucer’s rhyme and meter, Fisher makes these tales accessible to
a contemporary ear while inviting readers to the Middle English original on facing pages. Her informative
introduction highlights Chaucer’s artistic originality in his memorable portrayals of surprisingly modern
women and men from across the spectrum of medieval society.
"A truly remarkable achievement." ―Barry Unsworth

McComas, Mary Kay
Something About Sophie
Avon, 2013
Fiction - Contemporary Women’s
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Something About Sophie is a story about the destructive forces of guilt.
Answering the call to a stranger’s deathbed, a reluctant Sophie Shepard is too
late to hear what he was so anxious to impart to her about her birth mother.
Instead he sets in motion a spiral into madness that will put her in peril as the
secrets of her birth begin to emerge and threaten the lives of those involved. It's a
story about the power of love ... and the things people will do, both right and wrong, to protect
themselves.

What Happened to Hannah
Avon, 2012
Fiction - Contemporary Women’s
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
What Happened to Hannah is a powerful tale of love, lost childhood, and the
secrets that tie a family as closely together as they eventually rip it apart. Hannah
Benson fled her home as a teenager, leaving behind a mystery that takes twenty
years to solve. Called back to her hometown to take custody of her 15 year-old
niece she didn't know existed, Hannah once again meets head-on with the pain and danger of her youth –
and the love that saved her life. No longer a frightened girl, she creates a new family and discovers the truth
about the secret that has tortured her for decades. The book is an emotional read with characters so real
you'll think you've known them forever.
"Blending poignancy with humor, crafting characters as real and recognizable as your next-door neighbor,
Mary Kay McComas weaves stories that brighten the heart." - Nora Roberts
"I love Mary Kay McComas. Her books are honest and real, and transport you to a place that feels like home." –
Patricia Gaffney
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Ross, JoAnn – ***NY Times Bestselling Author***
Herons Landing (Book 1 of the Honeymoon Harbor Series)
Harlequin, May 22, 2018
Fiction - Contemporary Women’s
Rights Available: TV/Film
Welcome to Honeymoon Harbor, where unforgettable characters come face-to-face
with the kind of love that grabs your heart and never let’s go. Brianna Mannion
works as a Las Vegas concierge making other people’s wishes come true. It’s
satisfying work, but a visit home to scenic Honeymoon Harbor turns into a
permanent stay when she’s reminded of everything she’s missing: the idyllic small-town charm; the old
Victorian house she’d always coveted; and Seth Harper, her best friend’s widower and the neighborhood
boy she once crushed on—hard. After years spent serving others, maybe Brianna’s finally ready to chase
dreams of her own.

Snowfall on Lighthouse Lane (Book 2 of the Honeymoon Harbor Series)
Harlequin, October 30, 2018
Rights Available: TV/Film
Lose yourself in the magic, charm and romance of Christmas in the Pacific
Northwest.
Growing up on the wrong side of the tracks, Jolene Wells is forever indebted to the
mother who encouraged her to fly—all the way to sunny LA and a world away from Honeymoon Harbor.
Although Jolene vowed never to look back, returning home isn’t even a question when her mom faces a
cancer scare. Which means running into Aiden Mannion all over town, the first boy she ever loved—and
lost—and whom she can barely look in the eye.
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Spiegelman, Peter
Black Maps
Knopf, 2004
Fiction - Thriller
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: British (Century UK), Bulgarian (Colibri), Dutch (Quercas),
Czech (BB/Art), French (Lattes), Italian (Garzanti Libre), Norwegian (NW
Damm), Swedish (Norstedt Forlag)

Winner of the Shamus Award for Best First Novel
First in the John March series, Black Maps introduces John March, a private
investigator with a dark past of personal tragedy. He's the black sheep of a
large, wealthy New York banking family, which runs a prestigious merchant
bank. We meet him as a Private Investigator in New York City still running from his grief and guilt. He
takes the case of Rick Pierro, a wealthy investment banker threatened by blackmail, and is drawn into a
web of Wall Street insiders and outcasts. The more he learns about Pierro’s connections to a notorious
international bank that made billions in blood-money, the darker the terrain becomes. Soon March’s own
life is in danger, as he follows a trail of blood and shattered lives to a ruthless and depraved extortionist.
Praise for BLACK MAPS
“There are plenty of things to admire in Peter Spiegelman's debut thriller: the skill with which he quickly
makes exciting sense of the crime of international money-laundering, for one, and why it's so hard to
uncover and prove. But my favorite is the way he has of doling out the backstory--the reasons why John
March, once a happily married police officer in a small town in upstate New York is now a gloomy
private detective working for a major Manhattan law firm that specializes in financial misdealing’s.
Spiegelman turns over March's cards slowly, the way life does, using a terse conversation with his former
father-in-law to light one small candle and a passing comment by an attractive new upstairs neighbor
to supply some needed warmth.” -Chicago Tribune

Death’s Little Helpers
Knopf, 2005
Fiction - Thriller
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: British (Century UK)
Death’s Little Helpers is set against the backdrop of Wall Street, and peopled
with characters that make their living in and around banking, trading and high
finance. Herbert Bails was once the star equity analyst often quoted in the
financial pages, and a frequent guest on all the business news channels. But
when the equity markets collapsed, so did Bails' fortunes, now the former wunderkind is missing, and his
ex-wife, Nina Sachs, hires John March to find him.
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Spiegelman, Peter
Red Cat
Knopf, 2007
Fiction - Thriller
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: British (Century/Random House)
P.I. John March is hired by his older brother David to save his reputation and
marriage from scandal. Arrogant and powerful, David, head of the family’s
merchant banking firm, engages in anonymous sexual encounters with
introductions made through websites. David relished his secrets, until one of his
partners pierced his protective shell of anonymity, and laid siege to his life. Now, a woman David knows
only as Wren suddenly knows all too much about him. David is scared. He wants John to find the woman
and make her stop her threats.

Thick as Thieves
Knopf, 2011
Fiction - Thriller
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: British (Quercus), French (Editions du Seuil), Turkish
(Yakamoz Yayincilik Hizmetleri Tic. Ltd. Sti.)
Carr --ex-CIA, ex-corporate security, nomadic ex-pat— works what he hopes is
his last job: leading a dysfunctional crew of high-line thieves in a massively
complex bank robbery. Their target is a Cayman Islands investment firm whose
clientele includes drug cartels, arms dealers, and human traffickers. Their haul should be more than
enough to see them all into long and luxurious retirements, provided they don’t get themselves killed—or
kill each other—first. Option lapsed: FILM RIGHTS OPTIONED BY FOX 2000 (LIFE OF PI) or
feature film with Imagine (AMERICAN GANGSTER), (GAME OF THRONES), and Peter Craig
(THE TOWN) producing and Ryan Knighton.
• “Superlative prose lifts this gritty stand-alone from Shamus Award–winner Spiegelman… and
makes the mission both intricate and plausible.” - Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)
• “Slick, sophisticated, and satisfying . . . this is thriller fiction at its best.” – Lee Child
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BACK-LIST FICTION
Woods, Sherryl ***NY Times Bestselling Author***
The Inn at Eagle Point
Harlequin, 2016
Fiction - Contemporary Women’s
Rights Sold: Audio (Brillance Audio), TV/Film (Hallmark Channel)
It's been years since Abby O'Brien Winters set foot in Chesapeake Shores. The
Maryland town her father built has too many sad memories and Abby too few spare
moments, thanks to her demanding Wall Street career, the crumbling of her marriage
and energetic daughters. Then one panicked phone call from her youngest sister
brings her racing back home to protect Jess's dream of renovating the charming Inn at Eagle Point. But
saving the inn from foreclosure means dealing not only with her own fractured family, but also with Trace
Riley, the man Abby left ten years ago. Trace can be a roadblock to her plans…or proof that second
chances happen in the most unexpected ways.

Flamingo Diner
Harlequin, April 2018
Fiction - Contemporary Women’s
Rights Available: Audio, TV/Film
Flamingo Diner has always been a friendly place where everyone knows your name.
Unfortunately, in the small town of Winter Cove, Florida, it is also the place where
everyone knows everything about you. As a teenager, Emma Killian didn’t recognize
what a remarkable business her family had created, and so she moved away. Now her
father’s tragic death has brought her home to face a mountain of secrets, debts and questions about why
and how her beloved father died. As Emma grapples with her out-of-control family, the responsibility of
keeping Flamingo Diner afloat and a pair of well-meaning senior-citizen sleuths, she finds support from
an unlikely source. Onetime bad boy Matt Atkins is now the Winter Cove police chief. Matt has always
had a penchant for trouble and an eye for Emma. Now it seems he’s the only one who can help Emma
discover the answers to her questions...and give her a whole new reason to stay home
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Brach, Eric
Double Lives: True Tales of the Criminals Next Door
Mango Books, September 2018
Non-Fiction – True Crime
Rights Available: TV/Film
Double Lives is a book that chronicles those very monsters who walk unnoticed among
us -- the neighbors and students, professionals and friends living out criminal double
lives. It's a nonfiction expose and a search, that details the exploits of some of the
worst serial killers in recent American history, all of whom succeeded in going
undetected for years while perpetrating one gross crime after another… all in their own
hometowns. Gender? Race? Age? Socioeconomic class? It doesn’t matter. All stripes of people from all
walks of life are profiled within.

Brodman, Janice Zarro, Ph.D.
Sex Rules!: Astonishing Sexual Practices and Gender Roles
Around the World
Mango Books, October 24, 2017
Non Fiction
Rights Available: TV/Film
How much do you really know about sexual customs and behavior around the
world? Sex is always hot. Other people's lusty antics even hotter. This book pulls
back the curtains on a dizzying array of hilarious stereotype-busting
sexual, relationship & romantic practices from around the world. It is joyful,
deliciously outrageous, titillating and hilarious.

Cohen, Rabbi Daniel
What Will They Say About You When You’re Gone? Creating
a Life of Legacy
HCI Books, January 31, 2017
Non-fiction – Self-Help
Rights Available: TV/Film, Audio
Written by a highly regarded Rabbi whose experiences conducting hundreds of
funerals has provided an elevated viewpoint about life, the author has condensed
his wisdom into a program designed to awaken people to the preciousness of each
moment and guide them toward a life that maximizes love, creativity, and fulfillment. The goal of this
program, which starts by having the reader write his/her own obituary, is for each individual to create a
life of legacy. It contains interviews with Ron Howard, Ann Curry, Rudy Giuliani, and others. A beautiful
voice of wisdom.
“As informed and informative as it is thoughtful and thought-provoking, "What Will They Say About You
When You Are Gone?" is a potentially life-changing read that is especially recommended for community
and academic library Self-Help/Self-Improvement instructional reference collections.” –
Midwest Book Review, March 2017
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Costarras, Anna & Liss, Gail
The College Bound Organizer: The Ultimate Guide to Successful
College Applications from Search Through Admission
Mango Media Inc, October 15, 2017
Non-fiction – Workbook Organizer for teens
Rights Available: Chinese rights available, TV/Film
The College Bound Organizer is a step-by-step comprehensive guide to
organize every step of the college application process from college search
through college admission. The College Bound Organizer helps students: •
Understand what admission officers are looking for in an applicant • Prevent
common mistakes students make on their applications• Build a personal profile • Plan an individualized
testing schedule• Research colleges to identify schools that are a good fit • Develop a balanced list of
schools • Secure letters of recommendation • Complete and submit applications accurately and on time •
Develop the college application essay • Apply for financial aid/scholarships • Ace interviews • Make a
final decision
“This "ultimate guide to successful college applications" presents a step-by-step approach to answering
the question of "how do I make sense of and start the process?" Includes a foreword by Edward B. Fiske
(Fiske Guide to Colleges), tips and worksheets for each step of the process from researching schools and
gathering material for the student information form to applying for student aid, and advice from
admissions professionals." - Book News Inc.

Cotner, June
Soar, Serenity Prayers, Forever in Love, Christmas
Blessings, Comfort Prayers
Andrews McMeel, 2015/2016/2017
Non-fiction - Gift Books
Rights Available: Translation, Audio, TV/Film
A series of inspirational anthologies: blessings, poems and prayers on
different topics by best-selling author and creator of GRACES,
WEDDING BLESSINGS, and 26 other inspirational gift books.
Cotner has appeared on national radio programs, and her books
have been featured in many national publications including USA
TODAY, Better Homes and Gardens, Woman's Day, and Family
Circle. Collectively, her books have sold nearly one million copies.
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Cotner, June and Tupper-Ling, Nancy
Family Celebrations: Poems, Toasts, and Traditions for Every
Occasion Andrew McMeel Publishing, October 2018
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film, Audio
Family Celebrations offers over 240 inspiring and uplifting selections for
everyday occasions as well as special events, including holidays, weddings,
graduations, housewarmings, and more. The diverse toasts, poems, and rituals
offered here cultivate a sense of gratitude while enriching the family bond.

Cotner, June & Barb Mayer
We Are Women: Celebrating Our Wit and Grit
Andrews McMeel, 2016
Non-fiction - Gift Book
Rights Available: Translation, Audio, TV/Film

The authors celebrate women with vintage photos coupled with
inspirational and humorous quotes by famous women about women and
their charms.

Foy, Sean
The Burst! Workout
Workman Publishing, 2014
Non-fiction – Health/Fitness
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: German and Russian (Munchner Verlags Grouppe), Chinese
(Jiuzhou Press)
From Sean Foy, M.A.—exercise physiologist, behavioral coach, and co-author
of the million-copy New York Times #1 bestseller The Daniel Plan—is The
Burst! WorkoutTM, a complete program for 10-minute interval and circuit
workouts that can be done practically anywhere, anytime. Study after study
proves the effectiveness of high-intensity interval training. Now, here’s exactly
how to do it. The book features three four-week programs. The simple, scientifically devised exercises are
illustrated with step-by-step photographs and are easy to master. The results are astonishing: The
workouts boost metabolic rate, promote weight loss, target all major muscle groups, increase
cardiovascular endurance, have a positive effect on cholesterol levels and blood pressure, and deliver a
sense of well-being. All in just a few minutes.
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Jansen, Julie
I Don’t Know What I Want But I Know It’s Not This
Viking Penguin, 2003, Updated 2016
Non-Fiction: Business
Rights Available: TV/Film, Translation; Gildan Audio
Rights Sold: Czech Republic (Albatross Media), Indonesian (Elex Media
Komputindo)
A step-by-step guide to finding gratifying work for the rest of your life! Changes have
occurred in the workplace in the last decade and among them is an even stronger need
to define who you are (and aren’t) and to find ways to brand yourself in your work. This book will show
you how to do all these things as you proceed on your journey to gratifying work.

Leader-Chivee, Lauren
Crossing the Thinnest Line:
The Possibility, Power, and Payoff of Embracing Diversity
Center Street (Hachette), 2016
Non-fiction – Current Events, Politics, and Business
Rights Available: TV/Film
Leader-Chivee, co-founder of All In Together offers a compelling and inspiring
argument about the need for diversity and the best practices, solutions and
strategies to achieve diversity in American society. Through positive stories of
companies, organizations and individuals who are successfully using diversity
to enrich their lives Leader-Chivee passionately argues that we must find a way
to make our multifaceted diversity an asset.“Lauren Leader-Chivee has written a passionate, elegant, and wellreasoned argument about why we should celebrate rather than fear America’s greatest strength: its unity in
diversity. e we all urgently need to hear—now more than ever.” –Reza Aslan, author of No God but God and
Zealot

Lottor, Elisa, PhD., HMD
The Miracle of Regenerative Medicine:
How to Naturally Reverse the Aging Process
Healing Arts Press, December 2017
Non-fiction – Health
Rights Available: TV/Film
Dr. Lottor explains how to activate the body’s self-healing abilities, prevent
illness before it starts, and reverse the aging process to live longer, healthier, and
happier. She reviews cutting-edge research on stem cell therapies and
epigenetics and offers hands-on ways to reduce inflammation, detox, restore
your microbiome, and utilize any other regenerative therapies. “Dr. Lottor’s book has arrived just in time for
all of us aware of the huge transformation happening today in regenerative medicine! Susan Schmidt, MLS
Regenerative Sciences Research
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Mattimore, Bryan
21 Days to a Big Idea: Creating Breakthrough Business
Concepts
Diversion Books, 2015
Non-fiction - Creativity and Business
Rights Available: Translation, Audio, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Indonesian (PT. Elex Media Computing), Italian (Newton
Compton Editori), Turkish (Is Bankasi Kultur Yayinlari),
The first book on business creativity to give both aspiring entrepreneurs and
corporate innovation teams a proven 21-day process for generating an on-going
stream of breakthrough business concepts. By devoting less than an hour a day for 21 days, using a
variety of easy-to-use creative thinking strategies and exercises, anyone can learn to create an idea for
“the next big thing.” Based on his experience leading innovation projects for over 150 of the Fortune 500
companies, creativity guru, Bryan Mattimore shares his proven, idea-generation techniques for creating
wildly-successful new products and business concepts. This book is 30,000 words. " This terrific,
approachable book provides a simple and straightforward method for bending and torturing almost any
idea until it succumbs to greatness." - Bob Dorf

McGill, Billy & Brach, Eric
Billy “The Hill” and the Jump Hook: The Autobiography of
a Forgotten Basketball Legend
University of Nebraska Press, 2013
Non-fiction – Sports
Rights Available: Audio, TV/Film
Growing up on the hardscrabble streets of L.A. in the late 1950s, Billy McGill
stood out. At fifteen he was playing in pickup games against Bill Russell and
Wilt Chamberlain—and holding his own, in part because he invented the jump
hook shot, which no one could defend. How he went from college phenom, well
on his way to becoming the greatest player L.A. ever produced, to sleeping in abandoned houses and
washing up in a laundromat sink is the story Billy “the Hill” McGill recounts here. A cautionary tale.
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Reitman, Greg
Rooted in Peace
Llewellyn Worldwide LYD, September 8, 2018
Memoir with interviews: Self-Help,
Rights Sold: Audio (Brilliance), TV/Film – Blue Water Entertainment
WINNER OF THE 2019 SILVER MEDAL IN THE LIVING NOW BOOK AWARDS

Rooted in Peace is a book for those who want to cultivate peace within themselves.
Filmmaker and author Greg Reitman shares the transformative power in taking notice
of the world we live in, stopping the cycle of violence, and proactively seeking ways to find personal and
social balance. Providing advice from environmentalists, spiritual teachers, and those who deeply
understand the links between head and heart, this book shares inspiration for engaging with your own
sense of inner peace. Featuring interviews with luminaries and activists such as Al Gore, Desmond Tutu,
Deepak Chopra, Pete Seeger, Dr. Mehmet Oz, and many others, Rooted in Peace offers wisdom for your
journey toward compassion and enlightenment. BASED on the award-winning documentary of the
same name.

Riley, Sheri
Exponential Living: Stop Spending 100% of Your Time on
10% of Who You Are
Berkley Books, February 2017
Non-fiction - Self-Help
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Romanian (Niculescu) Vietnamese (Minh Long Publishing) Audio
(Penguin Random House), Video Conference (Creative Live)
As a record executive, Sheri Riley saw high achievers and successful people spending 100% of their time
focusing on 10% of who they are and ignoring all other aspects of their live. Riley, a Personal
Development/Leadership Coach and Life Strategist, offers 9 Principles of Exponential Living® to
address this imbalance. Each step includes real life examples, interviews, exercises, and open-ended
questions from her training sessions. Readers identify their strengths, are urged to move outside their
comfort zones, keep a positive attitudespite challenges, and remain faithful to their beliefs. Riley
consults with celebrities, professional athletes, entrepreneurs, corporate executives, and high achievers.
She is a Founding Partner of John Maxwell's Global Coaching, Speaking and Training Team and serves
as one of three personal development instructors for Steve Harvey's Radical Success Institute.
Forward written by Usher, the legendary pop star.
“I’m always on the lookout for the next amazing voice in the empowerment category and I think I’ve
found it in Sheri Riley. With her book Exponential Living: Stop Spending 100% of Your Time on 10% of
Who You Are, the former record label executive gives us all the tools we need to succeed.” – Essence
Magazine, February 2017
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Books by Jane Roberts have sold over 8 million copies in total
Roberts, Jane
The Nature of Personal Reality: Specific, Practical Techniques
for Solving Everyday Problems and Enriching the Life You
Know (reprint 1994)
Amber-Allen Publishers, New World Library
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Chinese Complex (Seth Educational Publishing), French (Mama
Editions), German (Sethverlag), Audio
Considered by many to be Seth's greatest work, The Nature of Personal Reality is simply the best manual
ever written on the art of consciously creating your reality. In it Seth provides a clear articulation of how
people create their reality from their thoughts, emotions and beliefs and provides the tools for individuals
to truly take charge of their minds and their lives. To this day it stands out as one of the finest
metaphysical books ever written!

Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul (reprint 1994)
Amber-Allen Publishers, New World Library
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Chinese Complex (Seth Educational Publishing), French (Mama
Editions), Japanese (Natural Spirit), German (Random House Verlag), Audio
With over a million copies sold, this is one of the most powerful of the Seth Books
channeled by the late Jane Roberts. This essential guide to conscious living clearly
and powerfully articulates the furthest reaches of human potential, and the concept
that we all create our own reality according to our individual beliefs. Having withstood the test of time, it
is still considered one of the most dynamic and brilliant maps of inner reality available today.

Seth Material
New Awareness Network Publishers, June 2011
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Chinese Complex (Seth Educational Publishing),
German (Sethverlag),
This classic work in the area of spiritual growth contains spiritual wisdom and
practical advice to solve everyday problems, expand consciousness and directly
connect with our own greater knowledge. It includes a description of the
circumstances that led to Jane Roberts speaking for the internationally acclaimed non-physical teacher
known as Seth. This book is a mixture of enlightening excerpts from Seth and explanations by Jane
Roberts. Topics covered include: After death and between lives, health & how to heal illness, dreams and
out of body experiences, reincarnation, the true nature of time, the God concept, The nature of physical
reality, the multi-dimensional self, exercises to explore inner reality and connect with the inner self and
lots more. Jane’s simple and clear explanations, coupled with powerful Seth selections, make this book
not only an excellent read for Seth enthusiasts but also the best book for first time Seth readers.
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BACK-LIST NONFICTION
Shepard, Molly, Dean, Peter, & Jane Stimmler
Breaking into the Boys’ Club: The Complete Guide for
Women to Get Ahead In Business
Taylor Publishing, Revised 2014
Non-fiction – Business
Rights Available: Translation, Audio, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Czechoslovakian
Women across the globe are making painfully slow progress climbing the ladder
to positions of corporate power. Though women continue to become more educated,
and are increasingly an important part of the workforce talent, less than a quarter of senior business
positions are held by women, the average percentage of women on boards in Europe as a whole is just
12%, and only 3.5% of the CEOs in Australia are female. Breaking Into the Boys’ Club is a practical
guide for women striving to get ahead in the workplace – straight talk about business mistakes women
often make and how to remedy them. Molly Shepard is the CEO and founder of one of the world’s
largest career development firms.

Silverman, Matthew
One-Year Dynasty: Inside the Rise and Fall of the 1986 Mets,
Baseball’s Impossible One-and-Done Champions
Taylor Trade Publishing, 2016
Non-fiction – Sports
Rights Available: Audio, TV/Film
Relive the games, moves, and players of the hard-hitting team that won the 1986
World Series. Vin Scully called the tenth-inning groundball in Game Six of the
1986 World Series—Mets versus Red Sox—that sealed a comeback, fueled a curse, and turned a batting
champion into a scapegoat. But getting there was a long, hard slog with plenty of heartache. After being
knocked out of contention the previous two seasons, the Mets blasted through the National League that
year. Matt Silverman covers famous baseball players including: Ron Darling, Dwight Gooden, Keith
Hernandez, Darryl Strawberry, and more. In adaption of the infamous partying and excess, Silverman
recounts in this book, step by step, the team’s meteoric rise in 1986, when they cap
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
Sears, William, M.D., Sears, Martha, R.N., Sears, Robert W., M.D., & Sears, James, M.D.

The Baby Book ***Bestseller***
Little, Brown & Company, 1993, Revised 2003, Updated Edition 2013
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Audio (Brillance Publishing), British (HarperCollins UK), Turkish
(GunYayincilik), Taiwanese (Commonwealth), Indonesian (Serambi Ilmu Semasta),
Korean (Idamedia), Chinese Simplified (ThinKingdom), Ukranian (Krajina Mriy),
Russian (Eksmo), Bulgarian (Skyprint), Japanese (Shufuno Tomo Sha), Croatian
(Mladinska Knjiga Zalozba), Polish (Mamania Anna), Hebrew (Keter Books),
Azerbaijani (Teas Press), Greek (Gordon Hellas), Serbian (Publik Praktikum)
The flagship book from the creator of the baby sling, and also his wife, a registered nurse, comes the
comprehensive infant care book that covers pre-birth to age two years. The book emphasizes the five
major parental concerns: eating, sleeping, comforting, development and health. This was a major new
childcare book that the publisher supported with $100,000 in advertising and promotion -- it became a
best seller! Dr. Sears has become the next Dr. Spock.
Over 1.1 million copies sold in the U.S.; over 2 million copies sold worldwide!

The Breastfeeding Book - Updated
Little, Brown & Company, 2000, Updated Edition: August 2018
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film,
Rights Sold: Audio (Blackstone), Chinese Simplified (ThinKingdom), Azerbaijani
(Teas Press), Spanish (Ediciones Obelisco SL),
From pediatric experts Martha Sears, R.N., and William Sears, M.D.,
comprehensive, reassuring, authoritative information on:
How to get started breastfeeding, with illustrated tips for latching on
• Increasing milk supply
• Breastfeeding when working away from home
• Pumps and other technology associated with breastfeeding
• Making sure the nursing baby gets optimum nutrition, including the most recent information about
the importance of omega-3 fatty acids and "milk-oriented microbiota"
• Nutrition and fitness for moms… and much more

The Baby Sleep Book
Little, Brown & Company, 2008
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Audio (Blackstone), British (HarperCollins UK),
Spanish (Spain)(RBA Libros), Polish (KE Liber SC), Chinese Simplified (Thin
Kingdom)
A unique guide to balancing the sleeping needs for the whole family. Flexible,
adaptable techniques for helping your baby go to sleep – and stay asleep - and advice for parents to get
the sleep they need
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
The Healthiest Kid in the Neighborhood
Little, Brown & Company, 2006
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
From America's foremost childcare experts--tastes and metabolisms toward optimal
health. The Sears provide the tools, the tips, the knowledge that parents need in
virtually every nutritional circumstance--from dealing with a picky eater to curbing
an adolescent's junk food cravings. In the wise but accessible tone that has made
theirs the most trusted voice in childcare, the Sears explore the latest research in
biochemistry and nutrition science and explain (with recipes!) how parents can
instill a healthy, balanced way of eating that will set kids on the “right track" for life.

The Premature Baby Book
Little, Brown & Company, 2004
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film, Audio
Rights Sold: Turkish (Bilim Teknik Kitabevi)
A comprehensive guide to parenting the premature baby from birth to age two,
surveying all the most up to date information on the treatment of premature
newborns, common medical problems, developmental and cognitive issues and
what parents can do.

Sears, William M.D., Sears, Martha R.N., Sears, Robert W., M.D., Sears, James.
M.D., & Sears, Peter, M.D.

The Portable Pediatrician
Little, Brown & Company, 2011
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Ukrainian (Krajhina Mriy), Simplified Chinese (Beijing Mediatime
Books)
The Portable Pediatrician is the definitive, encyclopedic guide to complete medical
care for your child, from birth to adolescence. Written by the most trusted names in
pediatrics, this comprehensive book presented in an A to Z format offers timely and
practical information on every pediatric concern, illness, and emergency. Whether parents are up in the
middle of the night with a sick child or are looking for reliable preventive advice, the Sears family has the
answers. In The Portable Pediatrician, readers will find everything they need to know to keep their child
healthy and happy, all in the Sears’ trademark reassuring and accessible tone. Topics include:
• Advice on how to treat your child at home, when to call the doctor, and how to keep your child
well
• A guide to every childhood checkup from birth through 18 years
• Information on teething, sprains and broken bones, nosebleeds, ear infections, choking, rashes,
headaches, eating problems, fever, warts, allergies, seizures, bronchitis, masturbation, pneumonia,
speech delay, vomiting, asthma, heart defects, blisters, sleep problems, and much more—all in a
convenient A-Z format
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
Sears, William, M.D. & Sears, Martha, R.N.

The Attachment Parenting ***Bestseller***
Little, Brown & Company, 2001
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Audio (Blackstone), Croatian (Mladinska Knijga Zalozba), Czech
(Argos,), Turkish (Dogan Egmont), German (Tologo Verlag), Polish (Mamania
Anna), Greek (Gordon Hellas), Dutch (Samsara Uitgeverij BV), Vietnamese
(Quanguan Books and Media Joint), Serbian (Publik Praktikum)
The Attachment Parenting Book is one of the most popular books worldwide because it describes the
basis of the Sears' parenting philosophy. As the Sears’ Mission Statement, Attachment Parenting is a
popular style of parenting that builds brighter, more confident and better-behaved babies. Both science
and experience validate this. Parents who have babies later in life and infertile couples now able to
conceive with in vitro fertilization often prefer this high-touch, high-responsive, and high-reward style of
parenting. They are eager for parenting style resources. Attachment Parenting provides practical tools on
how to enjoy this style of parenting.

The Birth Book: Everything You Need to Know to Have a Safe
& Satisfying Birth
Little, Brown & Company, 2001
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
Here, nationally renowned pediatric specialists and parents of 8 children thoroughly
explore the choices couples face when anticipating the birth of their child.

The Discipline Book: Everything You Need to Know to Have a
Better Behaved Child – From Birth to Age Ten
Little, Brown, 1995, 2002
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Audio (Blackstone), British (HarperCollins UK), Croatian (Mladinska
Knijga Zalozba), Simplified Chinese (Huaxia Publishers), Polish (Mladinska Kniga)
The definitive guide to raising happy, well-adjusted, well-behaved children. The
authors draw upon personal experience and their professional knowledge as childcare experts to prove an
authoritative approach to a broad range of disciplinary issues and practices. Over 130,000 copies sold!
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
The Family Nutrition Book: Everything You Need to Know to
Feed Your Child – From Birth to Adolescence
Little, Brown & Company, 1999
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film, Ebook, Audio, Electronic
A complete guide to the proper way to feed children, this book is the Bible of
nutritional guides. It contains plenty of fresh ideas for getting kids to eat as well as
the whole family!

Feeding the Picky Eater
Little, Brown & Company, 2001
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film, Ebook
One of four mass-market books, in this collection of Q&As, the Sears share their
expertise on: when and how to introduce your baby to solid foods, feeding the
toddler who's too busy to eat, homemade vs. store-bought foods, avoiding
common food allergens, coping with dinnertime disasters, juice abuse, the foods
that keep children awake, resolving constipation with food, how much milk your
child really needs, dealing with a child's sweet tooth, marketing green vegetables to your preschooler,
what to do when your baby can't tolerate formula, playing tea party and other tricks, what to do if your
child is overweight, and much more.

The First Three Months
Little, Brown & Company, 2001 (Mass Market Pbk)
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film, Ebook, Audio
One of four mass-market books in a collection of Q&A's. The Sears share their
expertise on bonding with your baby, breastfeeding, baby formula, boosting your
infant's IQ, establishing routines, diaper rash, skin conditions, weight gain, first
shots, screening tests, baby's breathing, traveling with your baby and more.

The Healthy Pregnancy Book
Little, Brown & Company, 2013
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Audio (Blackstone), Azerbaijani (Teas Press),
Polish (Grupa), Ukrainian (Projex International), Russian (Eksmo),
Chinese Simplified (ThinKingdom), Serbian (Publik Praktikum)
This comprehensive month-by-month pregnancy book guides expectant parents
through all the stages of pregnancy, focusing especially on how they can improve the health of their
pregnancy and of their baby. The book addresses emotional and physical changes that take place during
pregnancy, baby’s brain and bodily development, common pregnancy questions, healthy pregnancy
habits, the best pregnancy foods and exercises, choosing the right doctor, birthing choices, and much
more.
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
How to Get Your Baby to Sleep
Little, Brown & Company, 2001 (Mass Market Pbk)
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
One of four mass-market books in a collection of Q&A's. The Sears share their
expertise on nighttime routines, safe sleep environments, how to dress your baby for
sleep, cribs and infant beds, avoiding SIDS, sleep-sharing, bedtime music,
determining how much sleep your child needs, lights sleepers, early risers, nighttime
feeding and more.

Keeping Your Baby Healthy
Little, Brown & Company, 2001 (Mass Market Pbk)
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
One of four mass-market books in a collection of Q&A's. The Sears share their
expertise on vaccines, immunizations, teething discomfort, fever medication,
allergies, asthma, formula intolerance, infant gassiness, tracking a child's motor
development, treating digestive disorders, ear infections, vitamins, rashes, finding
the perfect pediatrician and more.

Parenting the Fussy Baby and High-Need Child
Little, Brown & Company, 1996
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: British (HarperCollins UK), Polish (Relacja), Simplified Chinese
(Beijing Mediatime Books),
Call them “fussy babies” or “challenging children” -- whatever the label, some kids
truly stretch their parents. Using a kinder and more accurate term, “high-need
children,” Bill and Martha Sears draw on their personal experience with their own
high-need children, plus their many years of counseling parents of high-need
children, and present practical wisdom on thriving and surviving the parenting years. By teaching parents
how to identify these children early and how to give them the tools they need to succeed in life, the Sears
show how parents and children can bring out the best in each other.

The Successful Child: What Parents Can Do to Help Kids Turn
Out Well
Little, Brown & Company, 2002
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese (Beijing Mediatime Books), Turkish (Yakamoz
Yayincilik,), Korean (Prunyuka), German (Tologo Verlag)
In this book, the Sears’s bring the reason and common sense of their philosophy of
parenting to the hurdles of raising the older child. Attachment parenting is not just
for babies; as children grow, they need to expand the web of their secure attachments to friends, teachers,
community and the wider world. As there is no single plan for any one family, the Sears’s show a range
of ways a parent can retain a child's trust and wield a positive influence as their child matures. By
following the advice laid out in this book, parents can see that the bonds they have nurtured since infancy
will provide the anchor that will ground their children through the challenging teen years to adult
https://www.amazon.com/Fourth-Trimester-Understanding-Protecting-Nurturingebook/dp/B00AQDIP6M/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=first+3+months&qid=1557866884&s=gateway&sr=8-5
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
25 Things Every New Mother Should Know
Harvard Common Press, September 12, 2017
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film, Audio
As the mother of eight children and the co-author of one of the worlds' bestselling
child-care books (The Baby Book), Martha Sears offers this guide to mothering a new
baby and the process of becoming a mother. Moms will get to know their babies better
and to understand themselves. Babies have much to teach. Listening to and responding to his or her cues
will lead moms to a parenting style that will help both thrive.

Sears, Robert W., M.D. & Sears, James M., MD

25 Things Every New Dad Should Know: Essential First Steps
for Fathers
Harvard Common Press, September 12, 2017
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film, Audio

Rights Sold: Bulgaria (Mont Ltd.)
In 25 Things Every New Dad Should Know, pediatricians and fathers Robert
and James Sears offer reassuring, timeless advice to help dads-to-be prepare for and embrace
their new role. With an encouraging, light-hearted tone, the Searses highlight 25 important facets
of becoming a dad and emphasize the rewards and pure joy that come with parenthood. This
inspiring read is the perfect gift for new or expectant father!

Sears, Robert W., M.D.

The Autism Book
Little, Brown & Company, 2010
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
With the continuing rise in autism, early detection and intervention is critical. Dr.
Bob Sears provides parents with all the tools they need to detect developmental
problems at the earliest possible age. The Autism Book offers indispensable
information, a complete treatment plan, and extensive resources to assist parents
in navigating the maze of autism. Dr. Sears also provides a simple and clear
explanation of the integrative treatment approach that he has used successfully
with many of his young patients. A comprehensive guide to detecting, treating, and preventing autism.
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
Sears Robert W., M.D. & Sears, William, M.D.

The Allergy Book
Little, Brown & Company, 2015
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Chinese Simplified (ThinKingdom), Romanian (MultiMedia),
Poland (Grupa)
Allergic disorders plague children at an alarming rate. Twenty percent of children
suffer through their early years with stuffy noses, itchy skin, and irritated bellies;
these years of chronic inflammation take their toll. Left undiagnosed, untreated, and unresolved, a child
can grow up with an unhealthy immune system and nervous system that can lead to chronic asthma,
eczema, inflammatory bowel disease, and neurological disorders. Solving a child’s allergic puzzle in the
early years can lead to a life of health and happiness. This is best accomplished through a combination of
traditional and natural medicine: using the standard medical approach of allergy testing, allergen removal,
treatment to suppress symptoms, and desensitizing the immune system with allergy shots, combined with
safe and effective natural treatment approaches and diet changes that reduce a child’s allergic reactivity.
“I have suffered from allergies and asthma most of my life, and I share how I have achieved healing and
resolution from my own allergies,” says Dr. Sears.

Sears, Robert W., M.D.,
The Vaccine Book
Little, Brown & Company, 2007, 2011 Revised Edition
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Korean (Tindrum), Czech (Argo), Chinese (ThinKingdom)

When you’re considering what vaccinations are right for your child and when
to administer them, there’s a lot to think about. And with so much
conflicting information available today, these decisions can seem
overwhelming. Dr. Bob Sears offers help. In this first-ever, authoritative,
open-minded guide to childhood vaccinations, he provides an in-depth, up to date look at each
disease/vaccine pair and covers everything you need to know. In a clear, accessible tone, Dr.
Sears lays out the reasons both for and against administering each vaccine and provides the
essential tools for making informed decisions about your child’s health. The revised edition
offers updated information on vaccines, the side effects, combination vaccines, additional
options for alternative vaccine schedules, and much more.
Currently written for the US market, Dr. Sears will adapt this book to address the specifics
of each country in which it is published
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SEARS PARENTING LIBRARY - Nonfiction
Sears, William, M.D.

The A.D.D. Book
Little, Brown & Company, 1998
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film

A unique and exciting book for the hundreds of thousands of parents who are
unhappy with the choice of Ritalin and associated drugs for their kids with ADD-Attention Deficit Disorder. The book explains what ADD is, and what it isn’t--and
how to tell if your child is affected. As well, the Sears offer a comprehensive guide to different strategies
and methods for managing ADD. They explore options besides Ritalin, including an innovative technique
called
Neurofeedback.

The L.E.A.N. Program for Kids
New American Library, 2003
Rights Available: British, TV/Film, Ebook, Audio
Dr. Sears presents a roadmap for children's health in an all-in-one book based on
the synergy among the four pillars of health- Lifestyle, Exercise, Attitude and
Nutrition. This is not just a "diet book" for children. The LEAN KIDS Program is
being used as a pilot program for the Boys and Girls Club of Southern California.

The N.D.D. Book: How Nutrition Deficit Disorder Affects Your
Child’s Learning, Behavior, and Health, and What You Can Do
About It – Without Drugs
Little, Brown & Company, 2009
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
Nutrition Deficit Disorder, or N.D.D., is based on the idea that if "you put junk food
into a child's brain, you get back junk behavior and learning." Dr. Sears explores
the latest scientific research on the effects of nutrition on the brain, presenting case
studies of his own patients with A.D.D., learning issues, and more. Instead of medicating his patients, Dr.
Sears looked for a better solution. With simple diet changes, his patients showed major improvement in
learning and behavior and were able to greatly reduce or even stop their medication. The N.D.D. Book is a
must-have for all parents who want to help their children become healthier, happier, and better prepared
to learn.
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Dr. SEARS BOOKS FOR ADULT HEALTH - Nonfiction
The Omega-3 Effect
Little, Brown & Company, 2012
Rights Available: British, Translation, TV/Film
In The Omega-3 Effect, physician and healthcare author Dr. William Sears offers a
practical and science-made-simple approach to a more healthful life for the entire
family. Omega-3s play a critical role in in the body. By adding just one vital nutrient
to your diet you'll discover how omega-3s contribute to: a healthier heart; a smarter
brain; happier moods; healthier pregnancies; smarter and healthier babies; betterbehaved children; smoother skin clearer vision, and stronger bones; reduced
inflammation; stronger immune system and faster wound healing; better weight control; and slowed
aging. Based on extensive research and written in the wise, accessible tone that has made Dr. Sears a
household name, the book offers useful, sound guidance on the myriad health benefits of omega-3.

Prime-Time Health: A Proven Plan for Living Younger Longer
Little, Brown & Company, 2010
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film

For the first time, Dr. William Sears, America’s foremost pediatrician,
provides health advice to his own generation—baby boomers and beyond—
in this comprehensive guide for staying healthy as you age. In 1997, Dr.
Sears was diagnosed with colon cancer. He shares his personal experiences
how this diagnosis was a catalyst for transforming his own life. The result of
12 years of his research, the book applies decades of clinical experience showing how to begin
and maintain lifestyle changes. These changes make a powerful difference in one’s health and
well-being—and much more quickly than had once been thought possible. Dr. Sears takes the
reader through the major organs and systems of the body, describing how each works and how to

Sears, William, M.D. & Sears, Erin, M.A.

The Dr. Sears T5 Wellness Plan: Five Changes in Five
Weeks
BenBella Publishers, December 2017 Paperback Release January 2019
Rights Available: Translation, TV/Film
Rights Sold: Tantor Audio
Based on their personal experiences and the latest research in health science, Dr.
Sears and his daughter Erin, share their simple but comprehensive 5 Step/5 Week
program that dramatically transforms and maintains optimal health. The
Transform 5 program results in a trim, healthy, energized body, as it improves gut
health, brain health and reduces inflammation, a major cause of serious disease. Dr. Sears’ T5 program
explains the science behind how this lifestyle shift can help the body make its own medicine to correct
imbalances and reduce inflammation. TRANSFORM 5 Steps: Change in Your Diet, Grazing, Moving,
Stressing Less, Sharing the Transform 5 Program Major promotion.
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